EXCERPTED “OTHER COMMENTS” (Question #15)
FROM SAYRE PARK ON-LINE COMMUNITY SURVEY
Surveys closed June 18 & 19, 2019
Organized by TOPIC in alphabetical order as follows.
Notes:
1. For this summary, if a comment was provided that included 2-3 topics, effort was made to cut and paste statements
into topic groups for this excerpt document. If several topics were covered within an individual’s comments it was left asis under General.
2. (Sp) after a comment indicates it was provided through the Spanish survey version
See original survey results for all original comments, not organized by topic.
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ACCESSIBLITY:
My family is from rifle but visit Glenwood often,
as we have family there. With a disabled child, it
would be wonderful to have more play areas
that are disability friendly! Things like wheel
chair swings and larger swings for big kids who
cannot balance and sit on a normal swing would
be amazing!
There is a huge community of disabled and
challenged children in our area, we really need
an accessible playground with equipment for
them.

Disability access to playground
Hello, I am an advocate for the Arc Central
Mountains and most importantly, mom of the
awesome Turner that lives with a rare genetic
mutation. He loves to play, loves country music
and uses a wheelchair to get around. Everyone
deserves the right to play including the 20% of
our population that lives with disabilities. I
strongly request that the playground be a
universal design that is accessible to all and
includes play for varying disabilities, mobility
issues, hearing challenges, sensory issues,
vision. I would love to be included on planning.

Jenni Fautsko 970.379.8945
Jenni@arccentralmountains.org Thank you very
much!
I would love to see an accessible playground.
Currently the closest playground that my son
can use is in Grand Junction.
Please make this playground accessible to ALL
abilities. Under federal law new and remodeled
playgrounds should be accessible to all. The
nearest playground that is accessible to children
with mobility children is Grand Junction. Many
of these families unfortunately are not able to
have their kids participate in extra curriculars.
(Either people are intimate for just have no
interest in working with special needs kiddos).
Going to the park is one of the few things
children with different abilities can do and it’s
unfortunate when families have to make that
hour drive just to find a park that is accessible.
Accessible playground is a must
Increase access for children and adults with
physical challenges, with: better curb cuts,
parking, playground equipment, replace the
steps to the backside of the baseball outfield
with a ramp. These improvements will be
helpful for all people whether in a wheelchair,
pushing a stroller, or someone on crutches from
a ski injury.
Access for those with disabilities is a MUST.
Lots of accessibility for different abilities
Proper grounding for myself who uses a cane
and my young daughter who uses a wheelchair.
Please go above and beyond basic ADA regs and
strive for Universal Design for ALL ABILITIES
AND AGES. Shade is also important as someone
who also continually fights skin cancer. We
shouldn’t have to travel to Grand Junction or
Denver to play on a playground. ADA is the law
and this area is extremely lame about it. My
children are eighth generation locals and we
shouldn’t have to move to the city to have their
needs met.
More disability minded.

BASEBALL – SOCCER FIELD AREA:
An all turf field would DEFINITELY be utilized.
I absolutely detest fake turf. The ball field at
Aspen Rec smells like plastic off-gassing as I ride
past it on a warm day. Same chemical smell
from our synthetic tennis courts.
I think the baseball field should be moved closer
to the high school on school district ground
Reconfigure the field and put home plate close
to playground. Sledding hill goes to where
infield is now and the dead space in center
becomes your pickle courts terraced above
current tennis court. Find a win win.
I am in support of a more basic and natural park
that doesn’t include many specific features like
baseball diamonds and pickle ball courts. Less is
more. I think the baseball diamond is
underutilized for the huge amount of space it
takes up, is unsightly, and cannot be used for
much other than baseball or softball. I think it
should be removed. A soccer field would likely
see more use and could be used for alternative
activities such as football or ultimate frisbee.
Baseball and softball are not exactly the safest
activities to be playing in a multi use park space
anyway and there are already plenty of baseball
fields in other Glenwood parks.
This town needs more places for people to play
soccer. It’s the fastest growing sport in the
nation and a ton of people play here, yet We
have so few areas for people to play soccer.
Small fields for informal pickup games are fine they can be used for youth during youth
seasons. If the idea of tearing out the tennis
courts to accommodate pickle ball is being
discussed, why not consider something similar
for a small turf area for kids to play soccer. Or,
we must make sure that those courts are for
multi-sport use, including soccer. I’d wager
more people regularly play soccer in this town
than those that play pickle ball and baseball
combined. We have tons of baseball fields
(unused most of the year). There is a segment
of the community that loves pickle ball - they
need more space, so yes let’s make sure we
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integrate that. At the same time, don’t forget
about all the kids and adults that play soccer. I
am one of the people that organizes pickup
soccer in town and we have a very hard time
finding space and there are a ton of people that
play. Thanks so much for doing this.
I struggle with concept of artificial turf. If city
can explain how it is better than real sod and
not ultimately damaging to environmental t or
no worse than sod that takes water and
maintenance, I might be more for it. Our kids
and our air need real earth and real plants.
Allow the baseball fields to be used for Little
Leagues, community center and drop in
baseball.
Soccer fields
Soccer
I am concerned with additional heat added
from the installation of a synthetic field. The
baseball fields already seem to be very hot
during sunny days.
I prefer trees and landscape to the baseball
diamond. I’d like to see baseball eliminated and
referred to Two Rivers Park.
Soccer fields are limited in the valley. It would be
great if there could be an addition of soccer
playing space in Glenwood.

DOGS:
and the main reason I do not regularly use the
park and haven't in years - ENFORCE THE NO
DOGS/LEASH LAWS!!! NOTHING WORSE THAN
TRYING TO ENJOY THE PARK AND SEEING
SOMEONE FEELING THE RULES ABOUT DOGS
DON'T APPLY TO THEM OR FIDO - OR WORSE,
ENCOUNTERING POOP IN THE SAND!
Dog run area.
dog walking.
More dog friendly provisions and possibly a dog
area.
GARDENS/FLOWERS/SHADE/ART/MUSIC:
The park should have more art and gardens to
become an attraction to stop and visit. We have
only one park that is central to Glenwood. Not
all parks need to address our competitive
needs.
A labyrinth, zen garden, or a maze garden done
with shrubs would be great.
The city of Glenwood Springs needs to get their
priorities in order. Why are we discussing a
major overhaul of a park that functions
adequately - but can’t manage to even maintain
our city streets?

Soccer nets. Regular size or smaller size for
pick-up soccer.

Sitting areas under shade trees

Add mesh in the area of baseball (Sp)

Musical instruments like Moab Utah part. Great
for adults and children and very classy.

BASKETBALL:
resurface the basketball court!
BIKES AND SKATEBOARDS:
Bike park, pump track! Skatepark

art statues
More trees for shade.
Keep it lower maintenance where possible.
Adding some flowers/signage may encourage
more visitors to enjoy the park and/or relax and
picnic there.

Would love a skate park!
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I believe additional flowers, etc. is frivolous and
adds unnecessary upkeep while simultaneously
taking away open/usable space.
My only comment is to keep climate change in
mind. Maintaining a water feature during a
drought or when water restrictions are in place
may cause backlash. Plants that are more
drought-tolerant should be selected.
Add a monument of a large strawberry or the
person that invented the fair with a basket of
strawberries. (Sp)
GRASS AREAS:
We would like to keep the open grassy fields,
and the sloping grass above the baseball
outfield for bike polo games and tournaments.
We have hosted 4 or 5 tournaments in Sayre
Park. Our bike polo club says its the best venue
in Colorado! Please don't change it!
I use the open grassy areas, which may be
considered "under-utilized" in the previous
questions in this survey, for walking and
training my dog when these areas are not used
by other people/dogs. (I pick up my dog's poo,
so don't worry about that!) So I would prefer to
leave as much of the existing grass as natural
grass. I read recently about how artificial grass
can be hotter than asphalt in the summer, both
of which can injure a dog's paws. I am also
interested to know what type of pesticides are
used on the grassy areas in Sayre Park and
other city properties because my dog likes to
roll around and eat the grass.
I would prefer to see no grass ripped out and
keep as much open space as possible. This is
important to not have a distracting circus right
on Grand to cause more traffic issues.
HORSESHOE PITS:
I don't think that we need to keep the
horseshoe pit. I rarely see people using these
features.

Remove Horseshoe pits
Do not remove the horseshoe pits please, baby
sizing it down to two rather than three and
upgrading the status of the pits they are still
used quite regularly
I have never seen anyone use the horseshoe
pits and believe those could be removed.
One addition to the horse shoe pits that would
be welcomed by families is a corn hole set.
https://www.reddit.com/r/mildlyinteresting/co
mments/bwu5zi/our_local_park_recently_instal
led_a_permanent/

LIGHTING:
lighting along walkways
I also think that lighting needs to be improved,
particularly on the south side of the park near
Grand Ave—it’s downright dangerous to cross
there at night.
Lighting at night until the park closes at 10:00
would be helpful.
I would love to see lighting like they have for
the basketball courts for the volleyball court. I
would also maybe be able to turn on the lights
for the baseball field because we put up grass
volleyball nets on hot summer weekends. We
could have them automatically shut off at
10:00.
Lighting for volleyball court or baseball field
more accessible to play at night, to auto shut off
at 10:00pm with park closure. Or similar turn
on/off function like basketball court.
Adequate night time lighting is also worth the
expense.
Lights on volleyball and horse shoe pits
Add more night lighting (Sp)
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PARKING:
The parking lot is solely used by hospital
employees, before the city worries about
additional parking the hospital should address
their needs. As the 2nd largest employer in
Glenwood they add a lot to the traffic situation,
they need to get people out of their cars and
using public transportation or car pooling.
the parking is a joke
Wrt parking, employees/patrons of businesses
across Hyland Park Drive from the tennis courts
frequently use spaces that should be reserved
for the park. Need signage.
PICKLEBALL:
There are dedicated Pickleball courts all over
the Western Slope but none in Glenwood
where many players play but have to travel out
of town. No one can play at Sayre right now
because of the current surface. Tennis players
don’t want pickleball activity on the outside
community center courts where there is 1 court
lined for Pickleball but it’s still used for tennis
and if you can get on to play Pickleball you have
to set up your own net. It’d be great not to
have to deal with the tennis issue and have
dedicated courts. Also there must be careful
attention placed on space around each
Pickleball court. Grand Junction courts are very
well designed. Aspen courts are only marginally
playable; you take a back swing on the baseline
and hit the ‘wall’. If you build them, they will
come!
Pickleball courts are needed but not at the
expense of a tennis court. There are already too
few tennis courts in town.
Pickleball courts should be to USAPA standards
so tournaments can be done to bring in
tourism.
Pickleball is a great idea.
This should be approached as a one-time
opportunity to address adult recreational and

fitness needs such as pickleball. Pickleball
courts would also provide another youth
activity. There are four tennis courts (3 with
lighting) at the community center and one
tennis court available to the public. All at no
charge. There are no dedicated pickleball courts
in Glenwood.
If Glenwood Springs wants to host a pickleball
tournament in the future, you will need 8
courts, not 4. Why not convert both tennis
courts to 8 pickleball courts? You already have
plenty of tennis courts at the Community
Center. Currently, Gypsum has 8 outdoor,
dedicated pickleball courts and attracts players
from Glenwood Springs, Carbondale, and New
Castle. The future of pickleball is in our youth.
Already, students are learning to play in their
P.E. classes in school. If you had 8 courts, you
would see not only adult recreational and
competitive players there, but you would also
see families and kids - after school, after dinner,
on weekends, and in the summer - playing this
fast-growing sport. If you can't see the way to 8
courts in place of 2 tennis courts, then I would
suggest you start with 4. You'll see how quickly
they will get used, and there will be a request
for more!
Put pickleball courts away from tennis courts
because of noise. It drives tennis players crazy
It’s ridiculous for the City to not have any
outdoor dedicated Pickleball courts.
Multiple Pickleball courts with separations and
lights are desired.
Pickle ball courts should be added. Pickle ball is
the fastest growing sport in America, and
Glenwood Springs needs some outdoor courts
I would like designated pickleball courts with
LED lighting to expand the pickleball program in
Glenwood.
Change with the times. Pickleball is a growing
sport; tennis participation declining. Add some
dedicated Pickleball courts.
Pickleball
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pickle ball courts i would use
I would strongly suggest adding pickleball
courts.
Pickleball courts
Pickleball is growing so fast and would be a
great addition to the park.
I do not visit Sayre Park because I reside over 2
hours away. However, I am an avid pickleball
player and travel all across the state and
country for pickleball play and tournaments.
Having dedicated pickleball courts in Glenwood
Springs would draw visiting pickleball players
from across the country who would then stay in
your local hotels, eat in your local restaurants,
and shop in your local shops. Pickleball players
are largely retired people with disposable
incomes and they plan their travels around
tournaments and great pickleball facilities!
Glenwood Springs would benefit from having a
dedicated pickleball facility!
I play pickle ball and Glenwood is long overdue
for dedicated courts while allowing for other
rec. Uses.
Pickleball courts would be wonderful if added!
I would enjoy pickleball if it were available. At
least put pickleball lines on the tennis courts so
temp pickleball nets can be used
I’ve raised 2 children who also attended St
Stephen Catholic school so we’ve used Sayer
Park a ton. I’ve also played both USTA matches
and private for fun matches on those courts. I’d
love to see them repaired and ideally kept with
an additional 4 pickleball courts added. The
interest exists and each population is growing in
interest so I believe it’s a great investment.

PICNIC SHELTERS:
Please repair and maintain gazebo

PLAYGROUND:
I am surprised that the current playground is
labeled as obsolete, as this playground is one of
our favorites. Our son likes the bridges, the long
runs and big drops of the slides, the bubble
window that is so high up, and the climbing
features. It isn't rusted or dangerous, and
whenever we are there it seems to be well-used
and liked by kids. I would just replace the slides
with non-bumpy ones and maybe tube-type
ones if those are safer than the current open
ones? The rest just doesn't seem to need to be
replaced.
If you build a toddler playground separate from
the existing one, keep the two playgrounds
right next to each other. Many of us have
children of varying ages that need supervision
and having the playgrounds separated by a
pavilion would not be good.
Playground that has separate age appropriate
play structures. Structures for older kids to play
and structures for younger kids to play. Add in
removable shade sails to help keep the
structures cool in the summer, but can removed
in the winter.
Safety barriers to keep kids from running into
street near play areas
More shade. Trees or architectural shade.
Shade where children play.... it will get hotter as
time goes by so shade is important for kids and
gatherings. Hot sun on playground equipment
can burn or at least rightly discourage use.
more benches near playground
Playground needs to be ADA, everyone needs to
play
The playground has a new play surface...I'm not
in favor of any renovations.
Providing shade at the playgrounds is really
needed as the existing equipment can’t be used
in the middle of the day of summer.
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It’s a great park. I would love more shade and
some updates fun play structures. I go there a
lot over the summer with my two kids. I don’t
use it much at all for sports so I don’t really
have huge preferences there.
Look at the park playground facilities in
Battlement Mesa, Rifle they are great facilities
with fantastic play areas and nice landscaping.
Both kids loved the playground as is. It’s not like
kids are bored with that equipment. Please
don’t replace it just to replace it. Modern
playground equipment sucks.
Both kids loved the playground as is. It’s not like
kids are bored with that equipment. Please
don’t replace it just to replace it. Modern
playground equipment sucks.
Having a 2 yr old there aren’t many parks that
are sized for her so I like the plans to add a 2-5
yr old park segment.

RESTROOMS:
I like option #2, but with adding additional
bathrooms to the south east side of the park. I
think we'd greatly benefit from having a
bathroom (maybe just 1 stall) on the south
western side of the park as well...
And definitely need to do something about the
bathrooms.
Pertaining to the restrooms, they are always
closed
New bathroom by bleachers or dugouts
bathrooms updated.
I have a transsexual daughter and I sincerely
believe that it would be very important to have
a unisex bathroom. It is difficult for my
daughter to use public bathrooms. It helps
much if you take this into account. Many
thanks. (Sp)

STAIRS:
Better stairs from the outfield down
TENNIS:

Many searching for adequate Glenwood Springs
Tennis Courts, skip any option of S P tennis, due
to continued (municipal?) allowance of
(unauthorized-?) school coaches (reserving-?) or
just commandeering "tennis courts" space for
non-tennis classroom/alternative athletic
programs, assuming they have entitled
exclusive right to do so on a daily(?) basis. I
have witnessed occupying groups failing to
allow tennis players on to The TENNIS COURTS,
due to their abusive and unauthorized ordering
TENNIS PLAYERS that their choice to use one or
both TENNIS COURTS, for whatever purpose
they so desire ! I have had adolescents refuse to
leave the court as I and a tennis partner begin
hitting on either tennis court. Others commonly
convene for illegal youthful tobacco, narcotic
abuse, meetings, or other non-related tennis
activities. Therefore, this is the Main Reason
most Wanting to Play TENNIS search elsewhere
to locate local TENNIS COURTS where those
TENNIS COURTS are Reserved for Tennis
Players.
My biggest issue with Sayre is the degradation
of the tennis courts for tennis. Please resurface
and stripe for tennis And or pickle ball but NO
TURF. Multi use from non court activities have
rendered current courts unusable for tennis. No
more soccer or dancing please.
We need another spot in Glenwood with three
tennis courts available for league play. The rec
center has too many teams trying for the three
courts and you have to have three courts
together with lights to host league events
I would like to see the tennis courts eliminated,
or converted to basketball if the existing
basketball court was eliminated.
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The existing tennis court area is not large
enough to fit 4 regulation size pickleball courts
and one tennis court. This area needs to be
enlarged. Also, does the plan to raise the height
of the screen guarantee the protection of players
on the courts from being hit by baseballs?
Without this protection and/or regulated use of
the courts and baseball field, I find these two
uses incompatible.

and don’t get rid of tennis courts.

VOLLEYBALL:
The volleyball court needs to stay and if more
sand could be added that would be excellent.
We have a group that plays there all summer
long several days a week and we're not the only
ones who use it. There is no other decent sand
court in town.
I am part of a large crew of people that play
volleyball every Wednesday religiously in the
summer and multiple other days throughout
the week often. It would be devastating to us all
if we lost the court.
Need children's sand pit so they don't interfere
with volleyball sand.
Keep the volleyball net, just needs
improvement

Walking path that has signage per 1/8 mile wide
enough for passing.
Add bike parking and a wide walking and bike
path.
Additional bike racks to fit mountain bikes with
larger tires i.e. 28in and fat tire bikes and e
bikes. For kids and adults!
WATER FACILITIES / AMENITIES:
Water park area would be awesome
water fountains
I think the 3rd plan on your proposal is the best.
It would make me visit the park much more.
With the addition of a splash park for the kids
Good water fountains that also include dog
bowl feature.
The splash pads in Rifle and Basalt really draw in
a crowd, last weekend there were 3 birthday
parties at the park in Rifle just because of the
splash pad. It would really fill a gap for the
community to have a place to come together
and enjoy the outdoors together, that doesn't
cost a fortune for a family.
Definitely need a water feature in the park.
water fountains
Splash pad water feature

The current volleyball court serves as a sandbox
for children so either remove volleyball and add
sandbox or keep the volleyball court.

WALKING / BIKING:
Bike racks.
Walkway between field and lower section
widened so more people can pass.

Water fountains for drinking water
The water feature sounds fun but only will be
needed if there isn’t already another free public
water park in town.
More water fountains in the park.
I believe the water splash pad that is going to
be put in downtown should be put at Sayre Park
instead.
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Splash pad near/on playground (perhaps this is
represented by water feature on playground
question).
Water fountain.
With water being a focal point of Glenwood
Springs I would really to see a splash pad
installed for kids to cool off.
Sources of water, with colored lights in a
fountain at night (Sp)
WINTER USES:
Ice skating rink
Love the sledding hill.
I think protecting as much of the sledding hill as
possible is important due to how heavily it is
used all winter long.
GENERAL:
Do not use the park much at all now. Did often
when kids were young (now grown) and for
coaching soccer and for playing tennis.
Appreciate it now for open space, gathering
spot and seeing community use. Believe it
should remain multi purpose and perhaps
enhanced a bit (pickleball as example) for
updated use.
I have nothing else to add. Based on this
questionnaire I suggest adding neutral answers
to pick as I had to choose an answer that I
wasn’t knowledgeable about. And please, for
the gender question include ‘Other’.
We use the park frequently. These suggested
improvements seem totally unnecessary. If the
playground needs to be modified for
accessibility then do that. Otherwise this is a
complete waste of money and resources. The
playground was just refurbished last year. The
plan should also address the unnecessary grass
mowing. I often see the city maintenance crew
mowing the ball field when the grass does not

need to be cut. The city has a real problem with
wasteful spending and inefficient operations
and this park improvement plan is a perfect
example.
I live less than .5 mile from the park & our
family NEVER visits the park: square pegs, round
holes. None of the options offer us any reason
to visit the park. NO ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
Believe me, we are not alone, your parkgoers
per acre data proves that. Instead, we regularly
travel up to 2 hours to visit parks in the western
slope.
I feel that the steps from the middle to lower
area should be replaced - they are and have
been a safety hazard. Other than that, this is a
waste of money to determine a problem that
we do not have. Yes, spruce things up a bit, but
then take care of the area. This has been
allowed to just wear away. Grass gets mowed
and that is about it. This survey is slanted with
no option to voice an opinion other than
whoever wrote it. Additionally, just who are the
so-called stake holders??? I can throw a rock to
the park and routinely get tennis balls in my
front yard. I am not a stakeholder and none of
my neighbors are either. This is one more
stacked opinion project that does not reflect
the priorities of the community. Whose priority
is this anyway??? It is not the citizens even
though they have to pay the bill for it.
Leave the park open for play, utilization,
enjoyment ... not filled up with historical
monuments that take away play space. This is a
well used park.
Another area of games for larger kids (Sp)
Include a stage for musical group events (kiosk
or something similar) (Sp)
The grandstand is historic and great. Please
don’t mess with it much.
Sprucing up bathrooms, stairs, and fixing
basketball facilities should be the priority.
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Biking signage and historic signage near picnic
pavilion is sufficient- we don’t need a “historic
plaza”. Too much!
Things for the older people to enjoy like in El
Jebel
Glenwood needs a Sayre upgrade. Keeps the
kids active and off the video games.
Clock
The homeless make the park yucky, especially
the bathrooms where they sleep.
I actually think we're trying to do too much with
the park and that we should remove a few of
the active sport facilities to make room for
more passive use space and landscape
enhancements.
My preferred use is open space.
Please don't pack in too much stuff. Having
open areas is good.
I see a lot of travelers stop at Sayre park for a
break. As a parent we stop at specific parks
during are road trips. A park that draws in
additional visitors will benefit the town as a
whole.
Needs to be a family friendly place- adults want
to feel welcome as well!
Love options 1 or 2 for renovations. We use this
park frequently and are excited to hear
improvements are in the works!
Choose designs that keep maintenance costs
minimal.

My concern as a citizen is that as little money as
possible be spent on this. The park is fine and
we have tons of parks in the city. If we have all
that extra money, give it back to the taxpayers
in a refund.
I think it is great as is. I walk there every day.
Our community uses it well. It doesn’t seemed
packed with people or empty.
leave it alone as much as possible.
Sometimes change is not better. Overall I'm
very satisfied with Sayre Park as is.
Great multi use park. Don't ruin it
I feel there are more urgent matters to address
in Glenwood than spending too much on Sayre
Park. The turf at Sayre is in great condition and
putting in new irrigation at this point would be
a waste of money. There are amenities a town
our size is lacking particularly for locals. Two
examples are a gymnastics facility and a Senior
Center. Take care of our locals GWS!
Frequently in the evenings I notice that all areas
of the park seem to be in use simultaneously
and everyone is getting along and having a
great time. Not much "improvement" is
needed.
No, just leave the park the way it is
I think that Sayre Park is a wonderful
community space that has served us well. I love
it as it is, and would like to see only minimal
changes made to its appearance and the
functionality of the bathrooms, but no drastic
change.

I like option 2 the most

I would love to see Veltus Park tennis court and
basketball courts resurfaced
Improve the tennis court at Veltus Park to make
it more usable and tennis friendly
PARK IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTABLE:

Keep the current mixed use character of the
park.
Sayre Park is just fine as is. Maybe some
improvements, but no need to spend a bunch of
money on something that already functions just
fine. Especially on synthetic turf!
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Great park as it so any improvements are just a
cherry on top
Just please leave it a basic park. Otherwise the
simple beauty of Glenwood will continue to be
Aspenized!!! Which seems to be happening all
over at a rapid rate!!!!!
STREET IMPROVEMENTS PREFERRED:
Fix the streets first. Hold off on improvements
but maintain the existing facilities
You spend too much money on these kinds of
improvements instead of fixing our streets
which are in bad need of repairs. Get your
priorities straight.
How about fixing our roads?
Stop wasting money on other projects. Fix our
streets. Sayre Park is fine as-is.
Sayre park is fine the way it is with a few
adjustments. We should be using this money to
fix our roads instead!
PARK Is fine. FIX THE STREETS!
This park is fine. We can't afford improvements
now. SOUTH BRIDGE, MIDLAND, FIX MY
STREET!
Forget the park and fix as many streets as
possible with existing funds. Fire the
consultants...too much money.
What will proposed items costs? Why is
Glenwood proposing a Sayre Park do-over with
hired consultants when it cannot or will not
address basic municipal needs, specifically
streets?
The city of Glenwood Springs needs to get their
priorities in order. Why are we discussing a
major overhaul of a park that functions
adequately - but can’t manage to even maintain
our city streets?
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